Working in perfect harmony with your Magneto® sunglasses are the MagDocs. These MagDocs mount at the rear or top of your helmet and act like a docking station for your Magneto® eyewear when you are not using them. Whether climbing to the peak of the next alpe or negotiating the next section of pave, if you want a place to keep your Magneto’s® while not on your face, the MagDocs keep them safe and secure on your helmet until they are needed again.
THE MAGDOC MOUNTS ONTO THE HELMET AND IS USED AS A DOCKING STATION FOR THE MAGNETO WHILE NOT IN USE.

1. Remove the MagDocs from the packaging.

2. Peel the red 3M layer from the MagDoc.

3. Stick the MagDoc on the back of the helmet as indicated in the image.

4. Position both MagDoc as indicated in image. Left and right position are indicated on the back of each MagDoc.